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Cottony Maple Scale: Soft maples in the vicinity of Stamford for several years have been badly infested with the cottony
maple scale, Pt~loinavicavitis Linn., which also attacks many other
kinds of trees. This insect has one generation each year and
passes the winter in the form of thin, brown, oval, soft scales 011
the barlc 01 the twigs. In early summer the development of the
egg-sac causes one end of the brown scale to be lifted by a cotton-like mass of white wax. The young are crawling in July.
Spraying the trees with miscible oil (1-15) in spring before the
buds start has given good control.
For further information, see Report of this Statio n for 19:21,
page 179.
Terrapin Scale: Another pest of soft maples is the terrapin
scale, Lccani?im ~rigrofasciatumPergande, a small, reddish, convex species occurring on the smooth ba~lcof the smaller twigs.
Occasionally the sugar and Norway maples and other kinds of
trees are attacked by this scale. Badly injured branches should
be cut off and burned, and the trees sprayed in early spring with
miscible oil (1-15) or with a kerosene en~ulsioncontaining 20-25
per cent. of kerosene.
For further information, see Report of this Station for 19:21,
page 183.
Tulip Tree Scale: The lower branches of tulip treies are of1ten
~+.
infested and killed by the tulip tree scale, Toz~meyellalzrzoaendri
Gmel., which appears as brown hemispherical shells nearly onethird of an inch in diameter. There is only one brood each year,
and the young hatch in September, establish themselves on the
' ~ r k and
,
pass the winter in a partially grown state. The next
.ason they continue to suck sap from the branches, becoming
~aturein August, and the honey dew drips upon the ground and
lwer leaves, appearing like a coat of varnish. The best times for
eatment are after the leaves drop in the fall, or just before they
. ~ tout in the spring. Liquid lime-sulphur (1-9) or a miscible
1 which does not contain phenol, may be used for this purpose.
For further informatioil, see Report of this Station for 1931,
page 176.
Elm Scale: The trunks of small elms and the lower branches
of larger trees are often infested and injured by a soft scale
called the elm scale, Gossyparia spzcl;ia Mod. This scale occurs in
longitudinal rows in the crevices of the bark, and is oval in shape,
chocolate brown in color margined by a whitish fringe of wax
filaments. There is only one brood each year, winter being passed
in a partly grown state, and the young appear late in June.
Spraying with miscible oil in early spring is a satisfactory remedy.
For further information, see Manual of Tree and Shrub
Insects, page 161.
7~.

-

Pine Leaf Scale: Small pine trees in protected places are
often infested with the pine leaf scale, Chionaspis pinifoliae Fitch,
which appears as white elongated shells on the needles. I t attacks
the various species of pines but seldom causes injury in exposed
situations. There are two generations each year, though not well
defined, the young of the first brood beginning to appear in May
and the second in July. I t passes the winter in the form of purple
eggs under the shells. Badly injured branches should be cut
off and burned. D r Felt advises spraying with miscible oil
(1-16) in spring, but it is probable that summer applications of
nicotine solution and soap will also lceep the pest in check.
For further information, see Report of this Station for 1021,
page 181.
Other Scale Insects: There are several other lcinds of scales
which are occasionally troublesome, such as the scurfy scale,
Chionmpis furfurn Fitch, on trees and shrubs of the rose family,
the rose scale, Azrlacaspis rosae BouchC on roses and blackberries,
the euonymus scale, CILionaspis euonymi Comst., on euonyrnus,
the apricot or European fruit scale, Eulecanium corni BouchC, on
various trees and shrubs, and the golden oak or pit-making oak
scale, Asterolecan.itwn. va.riolosztm Ratz., on golden oak. Send
specimens to the Station for identification and advice about treatment.
ub
For further information, see Manual of Tree ;
Insects.
Lace Bugs and Leaf Bugs: Leaves of sycamorc
nmonly attacked and somewhat injured by a lace bug, Corytlzucha
ciliata Say, oak by another species, Corytlzircha arcuata Say, and
rhododendron by Leptobyrsa rhododendri Horv. Several kinds
of leaf bugs of the family Miridae also injure the leaves by sucking out the sap. AS a rule all of these may be controlled by
spraying the under sides of the leaves with nicotine solution and
soap as for aphids.
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FUNGOUS AND NON - I N F E C T I O U S TROVBLES O F
ORNAMENTAL T R E E S
G . P. CLINTON

This article does not include the troubles of fruit or forest
trees except as grown for purely ornamental purposes. Aside
from the injuries caused by insects, which are treated elsewhere
in this report, the other troubles of ornamental trees fall into two
classes: First, a variety of more or less obscure troubles, often
non-progressive and always non-infectious, due to a great variety
of causes, which we may designate as "unfavorable environment."
Second, definite infectious and progressive diseases, which are
caused by fungi.
NON-INFECTIOUS TBOUBI-ES

Because the agents are so obscure or are present only for a
short period, these troubles are the hardest to identify. Likewise
the symptoms may be so similar from dissimilar causes, that, lacking both agent and characteristic symptoms, one often has to
give a guess as to the cause. The elimination of other possible
causes and extended observation, help to make the guess of value.
In our experience with ornamental trees, we have found injuries
of the following character: Winter, Drought, Smoke and Gas,
Spray, Electrical and Mechanical.
Berls, Knots, Bunched Sprouts : Besides these determined
troubles, there cccur on certain trees growths whose cause is not
definitely known. W e do not include here the galls caused by
insects, whose nature is usually revealed by some signs of larvae
at their center.
Knots: On oak and less frequently on hickory, there are occasionally seen on ornamental, as well as on forest trees, hard,
roundish, gall-like growths that vary in size from an inch to a
foot in diameter. Usually several or many of these may occur
on a single tree, while other trees of the same variety in the
vicinity show no such growths. This looks as if the trouble were
spreading over the tree. Its infectious nature, however, remains
yet to be proved. The resemblance of the smaller knots to crown
gall has caused some to think that they may be bacterial in
nature. Whatever its cause, this trouble apparently starts with
injury or irritation to the cambium layer, so that it is stimulated
into great activity and in such u'nusual directions as to form a
gall-like growth rather than the natural woody layers. This
growth, however, is usually not so permanent as the normal
tlssues, though many knots are of considerable age as shown by
the growth rings. Where feasible, such growths may be removed
by cutting off the branch some distance below the growth.

.

Bzsnched Sprouts:
Besides knots, certain trees, especially
elms and maples, occasionally show bunched growths of fine
branches o r unexpanded buds on the main trunk. These evidently
come from adventitious buds developing because of some hidden
injury to the tree. The writer suspects that winter injury is
often the cause. When abundant, they give the main trunk a
somewhat knotted or scraggy appearance. Continued pruning
will probably finally prevent their reappearance.
Winter Injuries: Conditions. Trees show winter injuries
under the following conditions. 1. Some trees are not hardy,
being grown too far north or out of their natural environment.
There is a demand for trees of all sorts for ornamental purposes,
and nurserymen aim to supply the demand. Inexperience at first
induced them to grow semi-tropical trees that were easily winter
injured, but now they have largely cut out these for their own
protection. However, there are still grown a number of species
that are not entirely acclimated and, of course, these suffer most.
2. A cultivated or fertilized fruit tree is more likely to suffer
from winter injury than a native forest tree. This is partly
because the tissues malie a faster, softer growth that often does
not properly mature before winter sets in. The ornamental tree
occupies a position between these two classes, as it sometimes
receives cultivation or fertilization or both. 3. Ornamental
trees often stand by then~selvesand so are more exposed to wintry
blasts or, on the other hand, they are planted in sheltered nooks
where they receive undesirable stimuiation during warm, sunny,
winter days. 4. Warn1 winter weather followed by sudden
drops in temperature or extreme cold weather may cause injury
to trees ordinarily hardy.
Ca~bsesalzd ~ ~ i e si ~. i n t e rinjury takes place in a variety of
ways. With trees grown for their blossoms, severe winter
weather or late spring frosts may destroy the blossom buds.
Warm, sunny weather of some duration may start sap activity on
the south or south~vestside and result in death of the bark there,
so-called winter sun-scald, when the temperature suddenly drops.
Cankers caused by killing the bark in localized spots, especially
a t the base of the tree, may result, the latter type being linown as
collar girdle. W e have seen elm trees in the vicinity of Stamford
and New Haven that showed cankers of varying size, small on the
branches but a foot or more on the main trunk where they are
most frequent, for which investigators have been unable so
far to find any definite insect o r fungous cause. The most reasonable supposition, with our present knowledge, is that these are
winter injuries where the cambium has been killed in localized
spots. See Plate XV, c.
We have also been shown an elm tree, in Stamford, by the
head of the F. A. Bartlett Company, where the inner bark had

been winter killed \vhile the cambium remained alive, so that a
new growth of smooth bark was formed beneath and finally
sloughed off the outer rough bark, thus presenting an unusual
appearance.
Sometimes the cold is severe enough to kill trees outright.
Even when the tree has its wood properly matured, if the cold
is sudden and severe, the difference in temperature between the
inner and outer \+rood is so great that the contraction of the
tissues outside is faster than within, and frost cracks suddenly
appear in the bark or wood lengthwise of the tree. JVhen healed
over, these often show as ridges on the trunk.
I'l'ith improperly nlatcrred rvood, wrnter injrrry may be localized in the sap wood. If severe and extended enough to kill it
prematurely, the next year the tree suffers from lack of sufficient
carrjing space for the elaborated sap, and the tree makes a very
slow growth. This injury shows through the prematurely darkened color of the sap wood, when cut across, and is sometimes
follo~vedby rot fungi.
Finally, the injury may be localized in the roots, which are
injured or killed, because of too much moisture in the soil in wet
places or because wealiened by summer droughts. Here the
injury is usually hidden from view but sometimes can be detected
where the exposed roots join the trunk.
Drought and Heat Injuries: H ~ a t ,as such, apparently
causes very little injury to trees, though, as a factor in excessive
transpiration from leaves where there is a limited supply of water
to replace that lost, it is indirectly involved. When strong sun
light beats clown on the exposed south and west sides of trees
recently transplanted, and summer sun-scald results, it is probably
more directly a cause, though even here the loss of water is a
factor. Shading the trunk by V-shaped boards on the south side
lessens injury in such cases.
Leaf Scorch. Lack of moisture in the soil, injuries to the roots
or wood preventing the conveyance of water to the leaves, bright
sunshine suddenly following rainy or muggy weather, or
unusually hot days-all are factors in causing transpiration of
water from the leaves faster than supplied by the roots with
resulting leaf scorch troubles. Whipping winds, also by favoring
transpiration and by mechanically injuring the young leaves, are
often involved in such troubles. Hard maples, more that1 any
other ornamental trees, are subject to leaf scorch in this state,
and, as this injury usually appears suddenly and conspicuously,
people often suspect it as being a fungous injury. The tissues
of the leaves, especially at their edges, are ki\\cd in an irregular
manner turning a reddish or brownish color and later they are
often infested with saprophytic fungi. They usually adhere to
the tree throughout the season, although some may drop pre-
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maturely. Sometimes only one tree of several together may show
the trouble; this may indicate root injury. Again, trees may
show it only on the more exposed side. In the early spring of
1924, when the injury was prominent, trees on the exposed hills
were the ones that suffered most. In this case a whipping wind
lvas a prominent factor in the injury. Resides the hard, other
maples, elm, ash, and linden less frequently show leaf scorch.
Sometimes the pine needle blight is caused in these ways.
Scorclz of Evergreens. Another type of leaf scorch is that
shown on a variety of evergeens in which the foliage is browned
and eventually killed on the more exposed trees, particularly
~vhenycjung in nurseries. Frequently this talces place in late
winter or early spring before growth has started, and results from
wann days causing transpiration from the leaves when the
ground is frozen and the tree cannot replace the water so !ost.
Again, in severe winters, it may be entirely due to the unusual
cold which partly kills the old leaves. Less frequently a very
late frost, after new leaves have started, kills their exposed ends
but does not injure the protected growing bases, so that the
leaves continue to grow but retain the permanently injured tips.
These troubles may be considered as a purely winter or a cornbination of winter and drought injury.
Pi~zeKeedle Bliglzt. This is a special form of the leaf scorch
of evergreens, and is due to the same causes. The white pine
is by far the most susceptible species. The needles are killed
from the tip inward, sometimes for half their length. If the
injury occurs early in the season, the leaves are often dwarfed
and somewhat bunched. As the leaves usually adhere for a t
least two years, this injury continues to be conspicuous the second
year and affects the growth of the tree that year as well. With
injury to the new leaves the second year, the trees not infrequently die. Other trees lag along in a sickly condition for a
number of years; while those little injured, and with vigorous
roots, recover and show no special sicgn$ of injury after the
blighted needles drop ofi.
Severe Summer firozrght also may cause the premature death
of the older leaves of evergreens. 'These leaves, further back on
the branches beyond the new growth, turn brown and eventually
drop off prematurely. Before they are shed the injury is prominent because of the evident contrast between the dead and living
leaves on the same branch. Thia prematuring and dropping of
the oldest living leaves is merely an effort on the part of the tree
to preserve the moisture for the younger leaves and hence protect
them from injury. I t was quite conspicuous this year, especially
on species of Arbor-vitae and Retinosporas, and traced back, in
part, to the very dry stlmmer of last year, as well as to the drought
of this year.

Yello.io Leaf 'and Leaf Fall. A type of drought injury to
deciduous trees is that which takes place when there is a continued severe drought in midsummer or early fall. In this case
the roots cannot supply sufficient moisture for the leaves, with
the result that those least vigorous and having the most competition for the water drop off. Most leaves of a tree do this gradually, often turning yellow before they fall, as with the elm which
also sometimes sheds its young branches as well. With the Norway maple, on the other hand, the leaves may drop off while still
green. The dry summer of 1923 caused more of this trouble
than that of 1924.
Everyone knows that in transplanting a
Tnjirred Rootlets.
tree the roots should not be allowed to dry out too much. In
case of severe drought this undoubtedly takes place in nature,
with the premature death of many of the finer feeding rootlets.
The direct injury though hidden from view is shown, in part,
by the leaf fall to readjust the foliage and root relationships.
Frequently the whole story is not told until the succeeding year,
when scantier foliage results, especially as shown in 1924 by certain fruit trees. No doubt, too, such trees come through the
winter with less vigorous roots and sapwood. It is difficult,
therefore, in some cases where trees are backward, to determine
how much injury is due to drought and how much to winter
injury, as both may be involved even when the winter is not
unusually severe.
Smoke and Gas Injuries: S i l ~ o k eIlzjz~ryof trees in this state
usuaily comes from bricli kilns, though occasionally we have seen
injury from smoke staclis of factories. In any case, the injury
results from sulphur in the coal that, on burning, escapes into the
air as sulphur dioxide. Ordinarily this does no harm, when the
atmospheric pressure is such that the smoke is carried upward,
but when it drags along the ground and the leaves are moistened
by rain or dew, this sulphur dioxide is absorbed by the moisture
and appai-ently changed to sulphurous or sulphuric acid with
accompanying burn of the foliage. Such injury has occasionally
occurred to the trees in East Rock Park and near-by yards in
New Haven, showing on birch, beech, elms, maples, spruce and
other conifers. With the maple its injury is similar to that caused
by sun scorch or gas. Such smoke injury may also affect other
vegetation and law suits have occasionally resulted. The smoke
in railway yards from engines seems to be more objectionable
from the soot settling on the learns than from actual burn.
Gas Leaks in mains often cause injury to street trees. The
leak may not always be close to the tree, but the gas, by following
the pipe escapes into the soil in the vicinity of the roots, injuring
or killing them. The visible effect is shown, in time, by the
sickly appearance or death of the leaves. Hard maples seem to

be most subject to this trouble, and the injury to these is very
similar to that of sun scorch. This latter source of injury should
be first eliminated as a cause. A gas leak can usually be detected
only by the odor, and is especially evident when a hole is bored
into the soil at a suspicious location. The gas is rarely or never
strong enough to ignite from a match.
Spray Injuries: Occasionally in spraying trees to prevent
insect or fungous troubles, there results more Injury than caused
by these agents. This is not always the fault of the person applying the spray, as he may be doing it under conditions recommended by scientific investigators and which ordinarily cause
no injury.
Insecticides. With these, where arsenic in some form is generally used, the poison is supposed to be practically insoluble and
so incapable of injury, but various brands, at times, contain an
a~iiountthat is soluble beyond the danger point. Again the other
ingredients, with which the insecticide is combined, may raise the
solubility to this degree. For example, the use of salt water
from the Sound has been known to increase the solubility of lead
arsenate, and produce injury that did not previously occur with
the use of well water. Also when mixed with fungicides, the
combination of ingredients used sometimes increases the solubility
of the arsenic. 145th certain of the oils or em~llsionsimproperly
mixed o r applied, serious injury may result even to dormant trees.
Fungicides. On the other hand injury may be directly due to
the fungicide as this must be used a t a strength that kills, by contact, the fungus, but ought not to be strong enough to injure the
tissues of the leaves. Sometimes this strength is beyond that of
safety to the foliage, especially of certain trees, and injury
results. Again, chemical change, as with Bordeaux mixture, may
occur after the spray is put on the foliage; or the higher temperature or rains, following the treatment, are deciding factors
that produce injury that would not ordinarily occur. Lastly,
sprays are sometimes applied that are sure to cause more or less
damage and should never have been used; the injury from this
source, ho\vever, is becoming less frequent because of greater
caution on the part of manufacturers in trying out their insecticides and fungicides before placing them on the market.
Electrical Injuries : ~lectric wires. The injury from electrical currents, either direct or alternating, of high voltage occurs
when the wire comes in direct contact with the wet branches o r
leaves. Street trees are the mbst exposed to these conditions.
Personally, we have seen very little serious injury from this
cause. 14re have, however, observed street trees along car lines
where an occasional branch or leaves or small branches have been
I<illed. Where the feed wire ran through the trees and its insulation had become worn, we have seen maples. \vhose wet leaves
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had blown in contact with the wire a t these points, with localized
dead foliage on a considerable number of trees.
Stone (Mass. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bull. 170: 233.) says: "When
strung too close to trees, wires also often cause serious injury by
burning, sometiines mechanical injury is done, and lightning discharges will cause harm when guy wires are attached to trees.
Both the alternating and direct currents are used. They produce
different physiological effects on plant life, the.alternating current
apparently being less injurious than the direct. . . . . Most
of the injury to trees from trolley o r electric light currents is
local, i.e., the injury takes place a t o r near the point of contact of
the wire with the tree. This injury is done in wet weather when
the tree is covered with a film of water which provides favorable
conditions for leakage, the current traversing tlie film of water
on the tree to the ground. The result of the contact of a wire
with a limb under these conditions is a grounding of the current
and burning of the limb, due to 'arcing'. T h e vital layer and
wood become injured at the point of contact, resulting in a n ugly
scar and sometimes the destruction of the limb o r leader. . . . .
Practically all of the burning of trees from either alternating or
direct currents occrirs in this way, since the high electrical resistance characteristic of trees does not permit injurious currents
to pass through their tissues."
There were occasional cases, however, where Dr. Stone found
that large trees had been killed when the wire in contact, contrary
to the usual custom, carried the negative current ancl the rails the
positive. This resulted in a girdling of the tree near the base
and its subsequent death. Professor Tourney claims that injury
to the trees may, in part, he due to copper and zinc compounds
carried from the corroded wires into the tissues so injured.
Lighting Injwies are said to be of two types, tlie most conlinon one is where the tree is struck directly and the injury is
entirely mechanical, splitting open the wood ancl breaking loose
the bark o r breaking off large limbs. Such a tree remains otherwise entirely normal and may live indefinitely, if the mechanical
injury has not I~eentoo severe o r opens the way to further injury
by other agents. Plate XV, d,shows a large white pine a t Cornwall? Conn., that was injured in the fall of 1917 but is still living.
01ithe other hand trees when struclc are occasionally so badly
injured, apparently in the cambium layer, witliout much evident
mechanical injury that death results immediately o r in a short
time. W e have seen white pine trees, dead and dying, where we
could find no other evident cause. ' Mr. Stoddard, of this department, records a case of an oalc shade tree a t Litchfield, that was
struck, and the leaves were immediately killed, tlie tree soon
dying without evident niechanical injury.
I n a few cases we have heard of shade trees on which, after
a storm, tlie leaves, o r part of them, suddenly died while still

green. In these cases it is possible that the injury was the result
of earth discharges as repcrted by Stone. H e says: "These discharges occur during thunder storms, and those who have
observed them for many years relate that they give rise to a dull, .
characteristic report resembling that caused by throwing a wet
cloth on a hard surface. The whole tree is not affected as a rule,
as the lightning stroke seldom follo~vsup the main trunk, but
discharges at the point of several branches.. As a rule, however,
one side of the trunk and one or more of the limbs on that side
are affected and the symmetry of the tree destroyed. The first
indication of the discharge is shown by the immediate wilting and
subsequent death of the leaves of the aRected limbs, which also
die later. In the conrse of time cracks similar to those caused
by frost, and later ridges due to healing, will be seen on the trunk,
showing the path of the discharge, and occasionally, when the
injury is considerable, the barlc near the affected part of the tree
falls off. The limbs, however, are not always killed, frequently
splitting and a cracking of the wood for some depth is now and
then observed on the trunlc and limbs along the path of discharge.",
Mechanical Injuries : Eesides the special types of mechanical
injuries already mentioned, these may be caused in a variety of
other ~vays,such as by hail, ice and wind storms and by animals,
of \vhich mice, horses and men are the chief offenders.
Hail J~zjuryon fruit trees is frequently conspicuous, but apparently shade trees suffer less because of their more hardy bark.
On July 17th of the present year, one of the most severe hail
storms of recent years caused great harm to the fruit trees in the
vicinity of Wallingford, and less costly, though evident, injury to
the shade trees. A severe wind greatly exaggerated the injury,
as the large hail stones struck with great force. On one small
apple tree less than 10 feet high, we counted over 450' distinct
bruises on the trunk and limbs. Many of these showed the bark
killed, drying up or sloughing off in time, and there resulted
sinall canker-like areas. Later the injury was partly obscured
by callus healing of the barlc, so that eventually much of the
injury will disappear or show merely in irregular growth at these
points. The chief injury of course was the severe marring of the
fruit, also opening the way for various rots, so that it was of
little or no value.
Among the shade trees showing evident injury were red and
hard maples, ash, sycanlore, hickory, wild cherry and elm. The
cankers were most evident, of course, on the smaller more tender
branches with smooth bark, but could also be seen on limbs several inches in diameter. They were almost always longer lengthwise of the twigs and varied from one-half to one and a half
inches long by a quarter to half an inch wide. Specimens collected
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late in the fall by Mr. Stoddard showed most of the cankers completely healed over.
Ice Injuq results chiefly from the breakage due to the unusual
weight of the ice which is often many times that of the weight
of the branch which is encompassed especially on the smaller
twigs. Mr. Zappe of this Station records a case in the New
Haven storm: referred to later, where the ice was 30 times that
of the branch. Whether injury also results from the freezing
of the sleet on the twigs is doubtful, though injury of this, kind,
especially to evergreens or tender deciduous trees, might result.
Some believe that the ice acts as a lens in strong sunlight and
burning of the enclosed tissues results. If any heating or stimulation of the tissues occurs, the injury probably results from the
later freezing at night. I t is also uncertain whether the cold o f ,
the icy coating causes any more harm than the dry cold on the
uncoated branches.
The severe ice storm early in February, 1924, caused unusual
damage to ornamental trees in the southern part of the state,
especially in the vicinity of New Haven. The ice in this case
stayed on the limbs for nearly a week. In the early winter of
1921, a severe ice storm occurred in northern Connecticut and
Massachusetts, and caused unprecedented injury to shade trees,
besides great damage to fruit trees and especially to telephone,
telegraph and electric wires. The financial burden to the towns
just in clearing up the rubbish from the trees and on the streets
was very heavy. Some idea of the damage wrought by this storm
is shown bv the photograph, in Plate X, a, which was taken near
Pomfret, Conn.
Wind Injury is common with most storms, breaking off the
dead branches and those weakened from disease first. With very
severe storms, large branches of the healthy but unprotected or
soft wooded trees are blown down. The worst injury occurs
when the heavy wind accompanies an ice storm. The wreckage
from the ice storm at New Ilaven in 1924, while great, was much
less than it would have been had a strong wind occurred during
the five or six days that the ice was on the trees. (See Plate IX.)
Animal Injury is most common on street trees. The gnawing
of the bark by horses hitched near the trees used to be a very com-on occurrence, and there are still in evidence large canker-like
areas on many of our street trees caused by the repeated injuries
they hare received in the past. Now the automobile seems to
have replaced the horse somewhat as a cause of barking trees.
Injury by mice, especially a t the base when long covered by snow
in winter, occurs prominently in some years, but not in well kept
yards. In orchards, nurseries or isolated places along the roadside it is not infrequent and may be quite severe.
Of all the animals, man leads in the mechanical injuries he
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inflicts on trees. The cutting off of branches to allow passage of
telephone and electric wires is a common occurrence, but not
nearl~rso obnoxious as iormerly because done in a more scientific
manner. Changing the soil level, cutting off interfering roots for
laying walks and pavements, and grading and digging for lawns
and buildings are other common causes of injury. Improperly
moving and transplanting large trees also often results in a sickly
growth or their final death.
Bleedmg, Sour Sap, Slimy Flux: Bleedifzg usually results
from some mechanical injury but under ordinary conditions stops
of itself. This was the case with the maples following the recent
ice storm in New Haven, as the injury occilrred about the time
active sap flow was starting. The dripping from the broken twigs
occasionally formed icicles during the night, or frequently made
a wet spot on the sidewalk that was still evident long after it
dried out. Of course some food, as sugar, etc., was lost to the
trees in this \\ray, but this injury was negligible.
Bleeding may also start as a result of pruning or cavity work
and in the elm, from whatever cause, it is sometimes very difficult
to stop. The loss of the water or sap, while undesirable, is not
the evident evil here. The food in the sap affords a fiile opportunity for the development of bacteria and Sozcr Sap results. This
leakage may in time become a soft slime through the presence of
both bacteria and yeast fungi. Good examples of this, as Slimy
Flux, can be seen on the stumps of yellow birch that are cut in
late winter or early spring. In any case, this infected sap, covering the healthy bark, is likely in time to kill the cambium and
decay of the barlc results. Leakage is frequently prevented or
stopped by searing over the exposed sap wood with a hot iron.
Again the drip is sometimes successfully carried away from the
bark by a protruding iron pipe in the filling. There are cases, however, where bleeding and injury result despite all precautions.
Treatments: Wterilcg. For all of these injuries spraying, of
course, is of no value. With valuable trees where drought is
long and severe, watering is helpful. This must be kept up, however, until the danger is past. It should not be of the frequent
sprinkling type, as given to lawns, but rather an occasional good
soaking in which the water penetrates deep into the soil. This
may be aided by drill holes around the trees in which the hose
is inserted.
Fertilizing. illhere injury is manifest but the tree is still vigorous enough to save, whether the injury is due to drought or
-winter, fertilization, especially of deciduous trees, may be
employed. One must use care, however, that this is given early
enough in the season SO that the tree may properly mature its
wood and buds before winter sets in. Manure can be used with
less impunity in this respect than most chemical fertilizers. The
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quickest action is obtained with the use of nitrate of soda; this
can be placed in drill holes in the ground, about 10 feet apart
with large trees, around the spread of the branches and washed
in with a hose. From one to 10 pounds, according to the size
of the tree, may be used. A complete fertilizer scattered broadcast over the ground is sometimes used to increase the general
vigor of the tree. Dr. Jenkins has recommended, in the past, the
foilowing: Nitrate of soda, acid phosphate and muriate of potash,
each five parts by weight, to be mixed not more than a week
before using and to be spread broadcast, one-half pound to each
50 square feet of ground, in two applications one month apart in
the spring.
Pnlnijzg, etc. With the preceding tree injuries, of course, one
of the first treatments consists in removing seriously injured and
dead branches, and protecting the cut and exposed suriaces. The
trimming should be done with reference to preserving or renewing the symmetry of the tree. Bark loosened but not torn off
may sometimes be grown back by nailing to the tree, if done
immediately and protected from drying out. If dead it should be
cut back to the living tissues to prevent decay and to favor proper
callus formation. Sometimes cavity work may be necessary,
especially later if wood rot starts.
FUNGOUS DISEASES

While the injuries caused by fungi may be as conspicuous as
those caused by insects, nevertheless, the general public is not so
often microscopic in size, and usually not readily differentiated
well accluainted with their causal agents, since the fungus is
from the injury itself. They have, on the other hand, this advantage to the scientist--they do not fly away after causing the injury
but stay there permanently, though they are not always easily
determined indiviciualiy because the fruiting stage is often late
in maturing. T o understand fungi and the injury they cause,
it is desirable to know something of their general, as well as their
specific, nature. We give this information briefly in the following paragraphs :

Nature. Fungi are the lo\vest forms of plant life. They differ
from all other plants in lacking the green coloring matter, characteristic of leaves known as chlorophyll. Lacking this they
cannot manufacture from water, gases and the chemical constituents of the soil, their food, This they must obtain in an
organized form from products of living or dead plants or animals.
I f from the living, they produce disease as a result and are called
parasites; if from the dead, they merely produce decay and are
called saprophytes. With wood destroying fungi decay of the
dead heart wood by a saprophytic fungus may, by weakening the

strength of the trunk or roots, be indirectly responsible for more
illjury than the parasitic form that directly attacks the living
tissues.
Stages. Fungi consist of two stages, a vegetative stage that
has to do with gathering their food, and spore stages that perpetuate their existence the same as the seeds do the flowering plants.
The vegetative stage is usually inconspicuous and often not visible
to the naked eye, as it consists of microscopic branched threads that
ramify through the substratum or host, on which it occurs, in
search for food. There is comparatively little difference in the
appearance of the vegetative stage, or inyceliz~m,of different fungi,
-hence the necessity of seeing the spore stages for identification.
The spores are formed on or near the surface of the host and
are much more conspicuous and differentiated especially as seen
under the compouncl n~icroscope. Mushrooms and shelf fungi
are the largest fruiting forms. Unlilte flowering plants, fungi
may have more than one kind of spores, but only one corresponds
directly to the seed in that. it is the result of fertilization of the
sexual elements, the other kinds being of an asexual nature such
as buds, tubers, runners, etc., in plants. Some spores are temporary and are merely useful in quickly spreading the fungus over
the host or to new ones. Other spores are more hardy and serve
to carry the fungus over unfavorable periods, such as winter.
With the rusts, not infrequently, certain spore stages occur as
parasites on one host and others on an entirely different host
species, thus greatly con~plicatingthe life history of the fungus.
lhfection. In any case the spores give rise to new individuals
by germinating into threads that by later growth form the
mycelium. With parasitic forms this germ tube or thread must
penetrate in some manner into the living tissues in order to gain
the food necessary for its growth. All preventive treatments of
fungous diseases by spraying are based on killing the spores that
are carried to the susceptible parts of the plants before they can
gain entrance by their germ tubes into the tissues. Once inside,
the mycelium is no more injured by the spray than the plant
tissues on which it is placed. This makes it necessary to protect
the tissues by repeated and thorough spraying as long as there is
I t also means that the
danger of the fungus gaining entc---fungicide must be able to kill the
r their germ tubes but
cause no injury to the plant tissuc

We may include most of the parasitic fungi of trees with those
that cause injury to the leaves or the bark. They are numerous
and of great variety. Quite frequently each species is limited
to a single kind of tree o r its very close relatives. LTsually the
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earlier spore stages are parasitic while the later ones merely occur
as saprophytes on the dead or dying tissues. We can best consider them here, grouped semi-scientifically, under the following
headings : Anthracnoses, Leaf Spots, Leaf Curls, Powdery Mildews, Rusts, Blights and Cankers.
Anthracnoses: This is a general term applied to certain genera
of fungi that locally kill the tissues of the leaf or the twig and
ooze out their spores as inconspicuous, sticky drops on the surface
of the host. The more common ones met with so far in this state
are as follows:
Ash Anthracnose, Gloeospori~~i~z
aridurn Ell. & Holw., in wet
years, especially along the coast, has caused considerable injury
to the white ash foliage, large areas withering up or turning a
light brown color.
Maple Anthracnose, Gloeosporizcwz saccnarznz fill. & Ev., is
most likely to show on the sugar maple, but only occasionally
causes conspicuous injury. I t is so similar to the leaf scorch of
this tree that one usually has to examine the leaves microscopically for the spores before he can be sure of the real cause.
Oak Anthracnose, Gloeosporir~nt cnnadense Ell. & Ev., was
unusually conspicuous last spring on white oaks, but, partly
because it does not carry over so abundantly on the twigs, the
injury is less evident than that of the sycamore. Fewer leaves
are killed in the bud, and the injury is more localized as light
brown dead areas on the mature leaves.
Sycamore Anthracnose, Gloeospol-iunz nervisequzdnz (Fckl.)
Sacc., derives its specific name from the fact that it seems to prefer the tissue of the leaf along the main veins. I t develops early
in the season, often as soon as the buds begin to unfold, with the
result that many of the leaves fail to develop. I t can do this
because its spores develop first on the young branches and
are washed into the opening buds. The injury was the most
severe in the spring of 1924 that we have ever seen. Some trees
had all their very young leaves killed and had to develop a 5ew
crop, which, of course, resulted in a scanty foliage all summer.
When seen at first it looked as if the trees were dead or doomed
to die, but sycamores can stand a lot of such punishment and
still survive. However, they usually look in this state as if half
winter killed, because of repeated attacks. The European sycamore is much less susceptible to injury than the American.
Other Anthracnoses, of a less conspicuous nature, are those
occasionally occurring on hickory, Gloeosporii~wzCaryae Ell. &
Dearn. ; Linden, Gloensporizlm Tiliae Oud. ; Poplar, iMarsorcia
Castaglzei (Desm. & Rlont.) Sacc.; Butternut and Walnut,
Marsonia Jziglandis (Lib.) Sacc. W e even found an unusual
one, more or less conspicuous the past year, on Beech, Gloeospori~tmFagi -2ar. A n ~ e r i ~ a n sEll.
l & Ev.

Leaf Spots: These are injuries of leaves very similar to the
Antl~racnoses,usually showing as small, circular or angular, dead
spots, varying in color but occasionally occupying areas of considerable extent. Thev are caused by a great variety of microscopic fungi whose fruiting stages may show as inconspicuous
pustules imbedded in the injured or dead tissues or as a moldy
growth on the surface.
Ash Leaf Spot or Speck, Piggotia Fraxilsi Berk. & Cke., shows
as small purplish speclcs on the upper surface of the leaves with
the fruiting stage of the fungus rather prominently scattered over
the lower surface as small black pustules. I t is not a very
important parasite. There are several other fungi that cause
more definite leaf spots of the ash but are infrequently seen here.
Box Elder Leaf Spot, Plzyllosticta nzinima (Berk. & Clce.)
Ell., appears as grayish or reddish-brown circular spots, a quarter of an inch or so in diameter, with minute, black, fruiting
pustules imbedded in the center. This leaf spot is identical with
or very cl,osely related to similar spots on leaves of various
maples, P. acericola Clce. & Ell. On the latter, in some seasons,
it is quite pro~ninent and has been complained of as causing
marked injury.
Catalpa Leaf Spot, Macrosporiuvz Catalpae Ell. & Mart.,
shows in certain seasons as definite, rounded, reddish-brown spots
an inch or less in diameter appearing suddenly on the new leaves, often rather abundantly, so that partial defoliation results. Similar spots are said to be caused by another fungus, Phyllosticta
Catalpae Ell. & Mart., but while we have found one or the other
occasionally present, more frequently a definite fruiting stage is
absent and we still are in doubt as to the real cause. The Japanese
catalpa apparently is most frequently attacked. Whether spraying n:ill prove of value remains yet to be demonstrated.
Chestnut LeaS Spot, Septoria oclzroleuca Berk. Sr Cke., is
iist~allyvery evident as numerous, grayish, circular spots with a
purplish border about a quarter of an inch in diameter. The
fruiting bodies are more evident beneath as small, embedded,
hlaclcish specks. This trouble, on account of the rarity of its
host as a shade or forest tree, is now seen only occasionally on
sprout growth.
Elm Leaf Spot, Dotl~idellaulmea (Schw.) Ell. & Ev., known
also as Gnon~olziaulmea (Schw.) Thuem., forms minute black
eruptions, somewhat clustered together in small circles or scattered over the whole upper surface of the living leaves. In time
there is a whitish or grayish margin around these groups, due to
the wearing away of the epidermis. The fungus matures its spore
stage on the old leaves on the ground in spring, its fruiting
perithecia opening on the lower surface. IVhen severe, tnore or
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less defoliation in midsummer taltes place. Occasionally it is
quite bad, and it is usually present in a small way every year.
Burning the leaves in the fall is desirable.
Hawthorn Leaf Spot, Elztonrosporiz~m Tlzl~erne~zii(Cke.)
Sacc., appears as very small, angular, reddish-brown spots most
frequently on the English hawthorn, grown occasionally in yards.
I t has been sent in for identification a few times as it causes some
defoliation where bad.
Horsechestnut Leaf Spot, Plzyllosticta Paviac Desm., seeins to
occur largely on the European species commonly grown in this
state. Some years, like 1922, it is very injurious and again, like
the preqent dry year, comparatively inconspicuous. I t is one of
the most injurious of our leaf spot diseases of trees, since the
reddish-brown dead areas often cover a considerable part of the
leaves. Most cf the leaves of the tree are infected and early
defoliation occurs. It loolts very much like a sun scorch. The
tree itself does not seem to be so seriously injured as might be
expected, since the next year it usually starts out with a full crop
of leaves. Eesicles spraylng with Bordeaux, raking up and burning the leaves is desirable.
Ma.ple Tar or Black Spot, R l z y f i s ~ ~ acerilll~nr.
ta
(Pers.) Fr., as
its name indicates, sliolvs as a black spot on the upper surface of
the leaf niuch reseii~blinga finger print. The tissues involved are
somewhat thicltened and slightly raised above and are concave
and lighter colored below. Many of these spots are often
crowded on the leaf. An inconspicuous sammer spore stage is
said to develop in these spots but the mature stage does not appear
until the following spring, on the dead leaves on the ground.
Soft maples, especially the cut-leaf form, are especially subject
to attack. The fungus also is common on the red maple. Burning the leaves in the fall, or when they drop prematurely, is
recommended.
Leaf Curls: These produce a thickening of the leaf tissue,
g other slight distortion, and, occatogether with a c ~ ~ p p i nor
sionally n~heriinvolving buds or fruits, form a bag-like enlargement. They are found chiefly on fruit and forest trees. The
infected tissues are often \vhitish or flesh colored.
Oak Leaf Curl, Tnpl~rilzacaerlllesce?zs (Desm. & Mont.) Tul.,
is about the only conspicuo~~s
form occurring on ornamental trees,
where we have noticed it common the past few years. I t produces a cupped thickening of the leaf tissues an inch or less across,
often several occiirring closely placed over the leaf. The upper
surface is light colored while the lower reveals a grayish-purple
growth of the fruiting stage. The same tree often shows the
trouble year after year, indicating that it might be carried over
on the yo~iiigbranches though it is said not to be perennial. Here
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is another case where burning the fallen leaves might prove helpful. A related species, occasionally found on the elm, is Taphrina
Ulmi (Fckl.) Joh.
Powdery Mildews: These differ from most of the other disease producing fungi in that almost all of their mycelium, as
well as their fruiting stages, is exposed on the surfaces of the
tissues, only short suckrr-like threads penetrating these to extract
the food necessary for growth. They conseq~quentlyform a whitish cobweb-like growth more or less evident to the naked eye.
The small blackened dots embedded in this growth are the mature
fruiting bodies, or perithecia. Under the microscope these show
numerous appendages radiating out from the central spore case.
Quite a few trees, as well as shrubs and herbaceous plants, are
attacked by these mildews, chiefly on the leaves, but rarely serious
injury results to the ornamental trees. The following may be
briefly listed :
Catalpa Powdery Mildew, Microsplzaera elevata Burr., is coasidered by some as not distinct from that on oak or chestnut. I t
shows as a rather inconspicuous whitish growth, most commonly on the upper surface of the leaves.
Chestnut, Oa.k, Powdery Mildew, iMicrosphaera al~zi(Wailr.)
~ilint.,attacks a wide variety of trees and shrubs, both cultivated
and wild. Usually there is a conspicuous, cobweb-like coating,
most frecluently on the upper surface of the leaf, and in this are
finally seen the numerous, small, black, spore-bearing receptacles.
Maple, etc., Powdery Mildews: Uncinz~lacircinata Cke. &
Pk.,on the hard maples, usually forms a rather incouspicuous
mycelial growth in spots on the leaves, with few perithecia;
U . flesf~osaPk., on horsechestnuts, has a similar but more general
growth over the whole leaf surface: while U. Salicis (D.C.)
Wint., on willows, is apt to be very evident and with a great
abundance of perithecia. All these species, as the generic name
( Uncitzula) indicates, have appendages hoolced at the end.
Rusts: These are the most interesting and destructive of all
fungi because of their several spore stages, some of which occur
on entirely different I~osts,and because in all stages they are strict
parasites. They usually form dusty, erumpent, small pustules,
more or less thickly scattered over the infected tissues. The
earlier spore stages are generally a yellow or orange color, and
the later a red- or black-brown. Seen by the naked eye, they are
not apt to be confused with any other fungi, except the smuts
which do not occur on trees. Not only do the rusts cause serious
injury to trees, but they are among the most destructive parasites
of all kinds of plants, particularly the cereals. Recause the different stages frequently inhabit different hosts and their relationships
were or are not known, scientific names have been given to the
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earlier or immature stages that apply only to them, while the name
given to the latest, o r mature stage, not only applies to it but to
all of the stages. For example:
Ash Rust, Aecidium Fraxilzi Schw., is the early stage of a
rust that has the repeating and mature stages, known as Puccinia
Fraxinafa (Lk.) Arth., on marsh grass. Therefore the most
complaint of injury to ash trees in this state is in the vicinity of
the Sound, where marsh grass is common. . T h e rust not only
attacks the leaves, petioles and young twigs but also the winged
fruits of the ash. It occurs in the cluster cup stage projecting
above the tissues as minute, aggregated, toothed receptacles filled
with orange colored spores. The infections give rise to some
swelling and distortion of the invaded tissues.
Flowering-Crab Rust, Roestelia fyrata (Schw.) Thax., is a
stage similar to the preceding, on apple leaves, but differs chiefly
in having the cluster-cups fringed with hairs rather than toothed.
Its niature stage occurs in the jelly-like horns, formed during wet
spring weather, on the so-called "cedar applcs" of the red cedar.
The flowering crab is one of the most susceptible hosts attacked,
though the Wealthy variety of apples is about as bad.
Mountain-Ash Rust, Xoesfelia corlzl~ta(Pers.) Fr., is similar
to the apple rust. It is rarely found hei-e and has its mature stage
on the juniper.
Poplar Rusts : 3lelantfsora lbfed~~sae
Thuem. IS not infrequent
on the Carolina poplar, showing, in its repeating stage, as minute
yellow pustules and, in its mature stage, as reddish blisters, on
the under surface of the leaves. Its earlier stage occurs on the
larch. A very similar rust, lcnown as A.lelanzpsora Abietis-ca~zade~zsis(Farl.) L~idw.,occurs on the large tooth aspen and has its
earlier stage on the cones and leaves of the hemlock.
Willow Rusts, ,Vlcin?~r~sol-n
Biglowii Thuem. and M. anzericalla Arth., are very similar rusts on the leaves of these hosts, and
have their earlier stages on the larch and balsam.
White-Pine Blister Rust, Pcridernziunz Strobi Neb., is the
rust that was accidentally imported from Europe some years ago
and against which such united effort by government and state
officials has been expended to prevent its further spread in this
country. The s'tage on the white pine is the early one, showing
as conspicuous white blisters that soon rupture and disclose the
orange powdery mass of spores. These carry the fungus to Ribes
species, currants and gooseberries,band form there the later stages
known as Cronarriu~zribicola Fisch. de Wald. On the latter
hosts there is formed, first, the repeating stage, showing as small
powdery pustules whose spores spread the fungus on these hosts
during the summer and, finally, the mature stage, short hairlike spores that carry the rust back to the pine needles in the fall.

The injury to the currants and gooseberries is not serious,
though frequently causing defoliation, but to the pine, because of
its perennial mycelium, the rust eventually girdles the trunk or
branch and causes its death. The disease is controlled on ornamental trees by isolation from Ribes and by cutting off infected
branches some distance below the infested place. In plantations,
erad~cation of all R~bes,within and nearby, is advocated. A
similar rust on several two- and three-needle pines, E'ertden~ztzim
Comptofriae Arth., in this state, has its mature stage, Crovrartiz~~iz
Conzptofriae Artlz., on sweet fern.
Other Rusts, occurring on ornamental trees here but never
causing serious damage, are : Gynznosporangizcm Ju~ziperi-mrgirzianae Schw., on cedars, mature stage of Roestelia pyrata
(Schw.) Thax., q. 21.; Peridernzilc~nacicoli~wtUnderw. & Earle
and P(ridernziunz dt.liratului~z Arth. & Kern., on pitch pine
needles, mature stages on goldenrod and asters known as species
of Colenspori?inz; Peridern~izt~lz
Peckzi Thuem., on leaves of hemlock, mature stage on huckleberries and blueberries known as
Pz~cci~ziastrz~wz
~Vyrtilli(Schum.) Arth. ; Caeonza Abietis-canadensis Farl., on leaves and cones of hemlock, mature stage of
Melanipsora Abietis-m~radensis (Farl.) Ludw., q. v.
Bacterial Blights and Galls: These diseases are not comnion on ornamental trees, though a number have been found on
fruit trees. Their cause, as indicated by the above title, is bacteria, the smallest of living things, which are so destructive to
other plant life and are responsible for many of the contagious
diseases of animals.
Crown Gall, Psc~idontonastl~mefacievls(S. & T.) Stev., as its
name indicates, produces galls on the trunk and roots and occasionally higher up on the limbs of a great variety of trees, as well
as of shrubs and herbs. S o far we have found it on ornamental
trees only on poplar and willow. The obvious treatment is to
cut off the infected limb some distance below the gall. When on
the main trunk, cutting out the infected tissues is of doubtful
value.
Mulberry Blight, Pseudo~~zonas
Mori (B. & L.) Stev., produces small, watery, reddish-brown areas on the leaves and
cankers usually on the younger twigs. I t is rarely met with.
Fire Blight, Bacillirs anzylovorz~s(Burr.) De Toni, while common on such fruit trees as pear, quince and apple, has only been
seen once on trees grown for ornament. I n this case it was quite
prominent on the English I-Iawthorn. The young twigs are
killed back for a foot or more, the blackened leaves still adhering.
infection takes place chiefly at blossoming time. The bacteria
are carried there accidentally by bees, etc., and multiplying in the
nectar of the blossoms, work downward through the tender
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tissues of the twigs. More rarely large branches are killed
through cankers in the bark. Cutting off the infected twigs,
when dormant, some distance below the diseased tissue and wiping the pruning tool each time with a cloth saturated with carbolic acid or corrosive sublimate, to kill adhering germs, has been
the common method for control.
Cankers: Mihen a fungus enters a branch or trunk of a tree,
it usually becomes perennial there and, gradually killing the hark,
makes a cankered spot which, if it encircles the branch, causes
death of the parts above. Fortunately, few of the fungi thus
invade large limbs or the main trunk.
Chestnut Blight, Endothia parasitica (Murr.) Anders., is one
of these canlier fungi that has proved destructive in this way.
Its action has been unique in tree history in this state, as it has
practically eradicated not only all forest chestnuts but ornamental
ones as well. All that are left are the sprouts that come up from
- the cut trees and occasional small seedlings, both of which are
still subject to attacks. Treatment of any kind, so far, has been
unsuccessful with this disease. This and the forestry department, however, expect sooil to start small seedling plantations for
future observation.
Poplar Cankers, Dou~ichizapopz~lea Sacc. & Bri., is another,
apparently European, importation that has recently been producing havoc with our ornamental poplars, especially the Lombardy.
Not all the injury, however, is due to this fungus, as insects and
winter injury have played their part. The remedy for this trouble
seems to be to start with a young tree entirely free from the disease, as we have seen large isolated trees that continue to escape
any injury.
Nectria Cankers, ATectria cinnabcwlna (Tul.) Fr., and AT. galligena Eres., are apt to produce more localized cankers, especially
the latter. The former, in our opinion, is not a serious trouble as
it seems to follow winter injury only, and is especially prominent
on those trees least hardy. The clustered bright-red fruiting
pustules are conspic~~ous
on the dead bark. The latter species
makes a distinct canker that slowly enlarges year after year, in
time showing a series of concentric rings of denuded wood with
the canlier deepest at the center. I t is especially prominent on
blacli birch in the woods but is occasionally found on cultivated
trees of this species as rvell as on apple, maple and oak.
Treatment: Treatment of leaf d~stroyingfungi by spraying
depends upon prevention rather than cure. Hence the sprayings
must begin before infection and continue while this danger lasts.
This usually takes from two to five treatments according to the
disease. With the anthracnoses and leaf curls, these treatments
~isuallyhave to be started quite early, in some cases as soon as the
buds begin to swell in the spring; with the leaf spots and mil-
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dews, some time in tlie late spring or summer, before the first
signs of injury show. With rusts, spraying is usually of little or
no value. In deciding whether spraying is desirable, one must
talce into consideration how injurious or obnoxious the fungus
has proven, especially the preceding year, and how frequently it
causes trouble. 'The 4-4-50 Bordeaux mixture, on the whole, is
the best fungicide to use; in some cases where conspicuous sediment is objectionable, commercial lime and sulphur, 1 to 50 gallons of water, can be used. When necessary, an insecticide can
be added to either. See the Station's Spray Calendar for further
information.
Treatment for tlie Blights, Cankers, and Blister Rust is chiefly,
as already indicated, through pruning off the invaded parts.
Occasionally, under certain conditions, spraying is also given.
\\'OC!D
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Nature:

Almost all of the wood destroying fungi, whether
on living or dead wood, belong with that class known as shelf
fungi and toadstools. These represent the larger and more conspicuous fungi. Some of them are real parasites on the trees,
killing the living tissues first and later causing decay of the dead
:vood ; others are saprophytes, occurring only in the heartwood
and causing its decay. Many, ~vliilenot strictly parasites, are
semi-parasitic as they cause some injury to the living tissues
though usually confined to the dead. Therefore, it is not always
easy to distinguish the parasitic from the saprophytic forms. W e
treat them together here, dealing, however, only with those
saprophytic forms, that, in our experience, commonly occur on
tlie dead wood of living ornamental trees. hfost of the fungi discussed belong to that group ltnown as Polypores, so-called
because their spores are borne in pores that form the lower surfac.e of the conspicuous fruiting bodies. Some have their spores
borne on spines, teeth, gills, etc. Many other species are more
prominent as agents of decay in dead forest trees than those mentioned here. There are others that are more important as parasites of living trees, b:lt we have not met with them on ornamental
trees in this state.
Trunk Forms : L'nedalca qucrcilza ( L ) Pers. confines itself
largely to oaks and is rarely seen fruiting on living trees though
on dead stumps in the forest it is common. I t occasionally causes
a heart rot of the ornamental oaks even if rarely fruiting on the
bracket, light
same. The fruiting body shows as a conspicuo~~s
brown in color and of a semi-corky texture. The lower fruiting
surface has very large irregular or labyrintliifornl pores.
Fowzes applatlat,rrs (I'ers.) Wallr., like all the species of the
genus Fomes, is a perenilia1 fungus developing a new poroid fruiting layer each year over.tl~atof the preceding year, so that when
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cut through these show as a series of stratified tubes. This species
is one of the largest and most common of the shelf fungi. I t is
not found fruiting on living trees as commonly as on the dead
ones. The woody shelf varies in size from a few inches to even
a foot or more in width, and projects out from the trunk horizoi~tallyallnost as far. Its upper surface is a light brown and
its fruiting surface is white, minutely poroid and easily etched;
the tissues within are chocolate-brown. W e have found it occasionally on living maples, poplars, willows, apples and peaches,
and believe it to be the common heartwood rot of the maple.
F o ~ t ~ cconnatzls
s
Fr. is a whitish, semi-fleshy or finally somewhat woody, species less than a foot wide and consists usually
of several irregular shelving and overlapping brackets. The fruiting s~irfacedevelops flesh-colored, small, thin-walled pores having
a satiny lustre. W e have found it fruiting on hickory and hard
maple where it caused heartwood rot.
F o l ~ ~ igniarius
es
( L . ) Gill. is a single, moody, roundish to hoofshaped bracket four to eight inches wide. I t is at first light
brown and smooth above but with age dark brown and more or less
concentrically zoned and rimmed. Below, the minutely poroid
surface is a rusty-brown color. I t has been found on oaks and
apples, where it seems to injure somewhat the living tissues as
well as cause rot of the wood.
Polypor~usqual?zoszrs (Huds.) Fr. is a semi-fleshy mushroomlike fl~nguswith a side stem. The upper surface is covered with
conspicuous patches of rusty scales and the lower is coarsely
poroid. I t has been found a few times on living maples where
heart rot was present.
Polyporz~s sulphl~reus (Bull.) Fr. is a striking species with
adhering and overlapping brackets of considerable size that are
at first fleshy but on drying corky in texture. The upper surface
is orange-red while the lower is a sulphur-yellow with moderate
sized pores. V'hile commonly a saprophyte on stumps and logs,
at times, it is parasitic 01-1 living trees especially, as seen here, on
oak.
Poly.ciictus co?zclzifer Schw. is a small, papery, conch-like
species found on elm limbs where it produces slow rot and causes
the branches to break off easily in slorins. Some writers consider it semi-parasitic.
Plc~~rotis
snpidus Kalch., P. ostrenrl~sJacq., oyster mushroom,
and P. almariz~s131111. are all evident, fleshy, gill fungi of the
mushroom type. The two former occur as large, usually clustered
or overlapping, brackets with the individual parts narrowed backward to a more or less distinct base down which the gills run for
a short distance. The last species consists of a single fruiting
body with a much more pronounced stem, arising near the center
of the cap, to which the gills are attached by a notch. All are
white forms wit11 the tops often more or less brownish, especially

toward the center. They are most frequently found on the elm
and hard maple and are associated with a heart rot of the wood.
All three species are edible.
Hyn'nurn sep!entriotzale Fr. is a very conspicuous but rather
uncomn1on, semi-fleshy when young but leathery when old, bracketed form with the overlapping irregular shelves joined to the
trunlt by a united but not distinct base. T h e tops of the shelves
are \vliitish, often somewhat scabrous and the lower fruiting surfaces are differentiated quite marlcedly from other fungi by the
very crowded, pinkish, fine, fruiting spines about half an inch in
length. I t has been found here, so far, only on hard maple and
hickory and is apparently semi-parasitic.
Root Forms: I t is not always easy to determine ~vhetherroots
have been ltilled by these larger fungi, since the fruiting bodies
are r o t usually present. Even when either the mycelial threads or
the fruiting bodies are seen it is still a possibility that the fungus
is n secondary agent follo~oingwinter or some other injury. T h e
only two species we have found here apparently injuring the roots
of ornamental trees are of the toadstool type.
.4~17zillarinrrzcllcn (Vahl) Quel. is the most important of tlie
mrishrooms attacking the roots of living trees. T h e umbrella-like
cap is usually a honey-yello~v with patches of brownish scales:
the gills are white and the central stem has a more or less evident
ring. They occur in clusters on tlie ground with the mycelium
forming conspicuo~~s,
dark colored, rounded strands running over
the roots and flattening out under the hark ~ v h e r ethe ~voody
tissues are invaded. Jt is more liltely to attack coniferous than
deciduous trees.
Collybia veltitipes Curt. is a yellowish to tawny mushroom,
somewhat smaller than the preceding, that is especially distinq i s h e d by the velvety brown stems of the clustered fruiting
bodies. I t is claimed by some to cause injury to the roots of trees
though commonly found on dead wood.
~ r e a t m e n:t E'or further statements concerning the control of
~v~od-destroying
fungi, the reader is referred to the articles by
Collins and Filley elsewhere in this Report. W e shall mention
here only the fundamental requirements. T h e first is the complete removal of all decayed or infected wood and bark to prevent,
o r a t least to arrest, further decay. T h e exposed wood is usually
given an antiseptic and niaterproof coating or coatings. T h e
cavity should be properly shaped and the bark so left that rapid
callus formation is favored. TVliether or not the cavity should
be filled is a matter of opinion, but, if filled, there is no question
that it should be done properly. This means that the filling
should be permanent, semi-flexible, waterproof, non-injurious to
layer. tight fitting or
the living tissues, especially the c a n ~ b i ~ i m
better adherent to the wood. and so shaped that the callus readily
grows over its exposed surface.

PLATE IX

Black oak on Station grounds, broken by ice on February 5, 1924. A
tree surgeon is needed i n such a case.

PLATE X

a. View in Pomfret where trees were broken by ice storm of Novernber 27-30, 1921. This scene also justifies the trcc surgeon. Photograph
Dccernber 6, 1921.

b. Elm tree in Mount Carmel, showing bad pruning. Cavities usually
follow such careless work. All cuts should be made close t o the trunlc
or branch. Photograph 1909.

PLATE X I

a . Young elm tree in Pomfret, where a large branch had been removed
the preceding year. This was a good cut, a n d healing is well started.
Photographed in 1909.
b. T h e same wound four years later. Photographed in 1913.

c. Large red maple in Bridgeport injured by fire. Cavities wcre
filled with cement concrcte in sections.
d. Sugar maple near the preceding, Bridgeport.
The work on both trees was overdone. The bolts were so near together
that the cambium died between them.

PLATE XI1

a. Elm tree, Stamford, filled with "Nu Wud". Cambium dcad a t
bottom of cavity. Filling has since been replaced. Photographed August
26, 1924.
b. Elm tree, Greenwich, filled with "Nu Wud".
Photographed
August 25, 1924.

c. Elm tree a t Baltic filled with cement concrete in sections. Photographed Septcmber 13, 1919.
d. Elm tree a t Old Lyme injured by fire and filled with cement concrete not in sections. Photographed September 12, 1919.

P L A T E XI11

a. Largc double elm, Wcstport, where one-half was broken away in a
storm. Resulting cavity was filled with stone a n d brick a n d covcrcd
with a layer of cement, which has now brolcen apart. A homc-made
filling. Photographed August 26, 1924.
b. Elm in Greenwich where cavity had been fillcd with n~onolithic
cemcnt concrete. Photographed August 25, 1924.

c. A satisfactory filling of sectional cemcnt concrcte in oak, Sound
Beach. Photographed August 26, 1924.
d. Large white oak a t Rye, N. Y., filled with sectional cement concrete.
This is rather unsatisfactory, a s filling is brolcen somcwhat a n d new tissue
has been killed a t base. Photographed August 25, 1924.

P L A T E XIV

a. This splitting tree, a sugar maple, Cheshire, has just been bolted.
Photographcd August, 1920.
b. Example of poor cavity work in a sugar maple, Goodycar. Thc
filling has mostly fallcn out. Photographed September 13, 1919.

c. Open cavity in large sycamore, Bronx Parkway, N. Y. Unsatisfactory because dccay sets in back of the waterproof coating. Photograph
August 25, 1924.
d. Unsatisfactory filling of monolithic cement concrcte. This filling
was put in over the bark a n d is now being pushed out by new growth.
Sugar maple tree in Hamden. Photographed in 1909.

PLATE X V

a. Elm in IIrallingford where curious shaped cavities (possibly cankers)
have been filled. Photographed in 1912.
b. Large elm, Stamford, filled with sectional cement concrete. There
is a white exudation near the base and the bark has been killed. Photographed August 25, 1924.

c. Elm in New Haven, showing cankers on the trunk. Photograph
August 27, 1924.
d. White pine in Cornwall, struck by lightning, showing scar on
trunk. Photographed Scpternber 13, 1917.

PLATE XVI

Giant white oak on farm of Dr. C. B. Graves, Ledyard. This tree has
survived for a t least 300 years without the aid of a tree surgeon.

